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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT '\.,-.- * ;'' 

FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF OHIO 
EASTERN DIVISION 08 JUL I 0 Rn 9; 8 7 

. 

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE 
COMMISSION, 

Plaintiff, 

Case No: 4~ @a*7 
ONE EQUITY CORPORATION, 

TRIANGLE EQUITIES GROUP, INC., 

VICTORY MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC., : 

DAFCAN FINANCE, INC., . ~ A ~ m . ~ v - 

MICHAEL S. SPILLAN and . .mm,,pR 

MELISSA K. SPILLAN, 


Defendants. 


COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission"), for its Complaint 

against One Equity Corporation ("One Equity "), Triangle Equities Group, Inc. ("Triangle"), 

Victory Management Group, Inc., ("Victory"), and Dafcan Finance, Inc. ("Dafcan") (collectively 

"the One Equity Companies"), Michael S. Spillan, and Melissa K. Spillan ("the Spillans") 

alleges as follows: 

NATURE OF THE COMPLAINT 

1. The Commission brings this action to stop a fraudulent stock based loan program. 

From at least 2004 through the present, Michael Spillan a convicted felon, and his wife Melissa 

Spillan, One Equity, Dafcan, Triangle and Victory raised about $70 million dollars from 
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approximately 125 borrowers from all over the globe, by holding themselves out as stock based 

lenders, underwriters or administrators. The Spillans raised the money by inducing borrowers to 

transfer ownership of millions of shares of publicly traded stock to them as collateral for 

purported non-recourse loans based on a false promise to return the shares to borrowers who 

repaid their loans. Unbeknownst to the borrowers, the Spillans generally sold all of the shares 

that the One Equity Companies received from them to fund each loan. Because the One Equity 

Companies agreed to loan 10 to 50 percent less than the market value of the shares transferred, 

they retained substantial sales proceeds, even after funding each loan. They also received 

interest payments. The Spillans, however, did not set aside any cash reserves to repurchase and 

return shares to borrowers who repay their loans. Instead, they used all the money to pay 

expenses, including over $1 million in salary and other benefits to themselves. Currently, the 

Companies owe millions of dollars to certain borrowers, but do not have the stock or cash to 

repay them. The Spillans, nevertheless continue to solicit new borrowers. 

2. Through their actions, the Spillans, and the One Equity Companies have violated 

Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act") [15 U.S.C. $78j(b)], 

and Rule lob-5 promulgated thereunder [17 C.F.R. 5 240.10b-51. 

3. Accordingly, the Commission seeks: (a) a temporary restraining order, an order 

of preliminary injunction and an order of permanent injunction enjoining the defendants from 

current and future violations of federal, securities laws, (b) an asset freeze to avoid dissipation of 

assets pending the resolution of this action, (c) an accounting, (d) expedited discovery, (e) an 

order prohibiting the destruction, mutilation, concealment, alteration or disposition of books and 

records, (f) disgorgement of all ill-gotten gains, (g) appointment of a receiver and (h) civil 

penalties, and other ancillary and equitable relief as is sought herein and may be appropriate. 
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THE DEFENDANTS 

4. One Equity Corporation is a Delaware corporation located in Westerville, Ohio. 

Michael Spillan owns 70 percent of One Equity's stock and is a vice president, chief compliance 

officer and director of the company. Melissa Spillan owns ten percent of One Equity and is One 

Equity's only other director. The company holds itself out as a stock based lender. 

5 .  Triangle Equities Group, Inc. is a Delaware corporation located in Westerville, 

Ohio. Melissa Spillan owns 70 percent of Triangle's stock and is the president and a director of 

the company. Michael Spillan is its only other director. One Equity owns the other 30 percent 

of Triangle's stock. Triangle holds itself out as a stock based lender and the administrator of 

loans generated by One Equity, Dafcan and Victory. 

6 .  Victory Management Group, Inc. is a Nevada corporation located in Westerville, 

Ohio. Michael Spillan is the president and a director of Victory. Melissa Spillan is its only other 

director. One Equity owns all of Victory's stock. The Spillans have used accounts in Victory's 

name to receive and sell stock given by borrowers as collateral for loans. Recently, the company 

entered into a stock loan agreement with a borrower. 

7. Dafcan Finance, Inc. is a Delaware corporation located in Westerville, Ohio. It 

was operating for at least several months prior to becoming a corporation in August 2007. 

Melissa Spillan is the president of Dafcan and a director. Michael Spillan is the only other 

director. Triangle owns all of Dafcan's stock. Dafcan holds itself out as a stock based lender. 

8. Michael S. Spillan is 41 years old and lives in Gahanna, Ohio. He refused to 

appear for investigative testimony, citing his Fifth Amendment privilege against self- 

incrimination. Michael Spillan has a long criminal record that includes several convictions in the 

State of Ohio and one federal conviction, all relating to fraudulent conduct. In 2004, he was 
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convicted on state charges of forgery, theft and unlawful possession of dangerous explosives. 

The theft and forgery convictions were for using false documents in an attempt to collect over 

$400,000 in unclaimed funds held by the State of Ohio that did not belong to him. He was 

released in March 2007, after serving 26 months of a four-year sentence. 

9. Melissa K. Spillan is 38 years old and lives in Gahanna, Ohio. She is married to 

Michael Spillan. She helped run the stock loan scheme alleged herein while her husband 

Michael Spillan was in prison. She refused to appear for investigative testimony, citing her Fifth 

Amendment privilege against self-incrimination. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

10. The Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to Sections 21 (e) and 27 of 

the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. §§78u(e) and 78aal. Venue is proper pursuant to Section 27 of the 

Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. 78aal. 

11. Defendants, directly and indirectly, have made use of the means and instruments 

of transportation and communication in interstate commerce, of the means and instrumentalities 

of interstate commerce, and of the mails, in connection with the purchase and sale of securities, 

in connection with the transactions, acts, practices, and courses of business alleged herein, within 

the jurisdiction of the Southern District of Ohio and elsewhere. 

12. The anti-fraud provisions of the federal securities laws as set forth herein apply to 

any offer, purchase, or sale of a security, regardless of whether that security is registered with the 

Commission. 
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FACTS 


DEFENDANTS' MISREPRESENTATIONS 

AND MISLEADING OMISSIONS 


The Stock Based Loan Program 

13. The Spillans control the One Equity Companies, which hold themselves out as 

stock based lenders, underwriters or affiliated loan administrators. The One Equity Companies 

obtain potential customers through a website maintained under Triangle's name and through 

other forms of advertising. They also receive referrals from individuals or entities that hold 

themselves out as stock loan brokers. During 2006 and 2007, the One Equity Companies paid 

over $2.7 million in fees to its two most significant stock loan brokers. 

14. The One Equity Companies, directly or through their stock loan brokers, offer to 

make non-recourse loans to individuals or entities in return for shares of publicly held stock as 

collateral. The Spillans marketed the stock loan program as an opportunity for potential 

borrowers to unlock the equity in their shares of stock, to hedge against a decrease in the share 

price, and to retain the right to reacquire their shares for the amount owed on the loan if the price 

increases. For example, as of June 2,2008, Triangle's website described its stock loan program 

as follows: 

Triangle Equities Group's Non-Recourse Stock Loans: 

Our stock lending process is simple. We use your stock . . . as a foundation to 

give you a secured loan while you keep profiting from the equity you have built in 

your investment . . . Our stock ban  programs provide secured loans from $5,000 

to a million dollars plus. Our stock loans let you retain the right to reacquire your 

stock for the amount owed on the loan, no matter how much more valuable your 
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stock may have become. There are no hidden fees, no closing costs, and no 

margin calls. . . . [W]e consider only the market value, volatility and average 

trading volume of the stock under consideration to determine the amount of the 

loan. We offer up to 90% loan-to-values. During the life of the loan, you are 

provided with many options in choice of terms, renewal, and exit strategies. 

Hedging can protect your investment while freeing up equity for other purposes. 

Take advantage of this opportunity that was once only available to high net worth 

individuals. 

15. When a potential borrower contacts the One Equity Companies, directly or 

through a stock loan broker, the One Equity Companies typically offer to loan 50 to 90 percent 

of the market value of the shares that the borrower proposes to use as collateral, depending on 

factors such as trading market, volume and price volatility. If the potential borrower accepts the 

loan proposal, the One Equity Companies send the borrower a loan agreement, promissory note, 

and other documents, such as instructions on how to transfer stock to the One Equity Companies 

(the "Loan Agreement"). 

16. One Equity, Triangle, Dafcan and Victory have all been parties to loan 

agreements, but the key provisions are virtually the same. In a typical Loan Agreement, the 

borrower agrees to transfer ownership of his or her shares to the One Equity Companies: 

In consideration for [the One Equity Companies'] agreement to make the Loan 

upon satisfaction of certain conditions precedent, Borrower shall transfer to [the 

One Equity Companies] . . . shares o f .  . . Stock. . . . Borrower agrees that [the 

One Equity Companies] shall become the record holder of the stock from the date 

of this Agreement until the Loan is repaid according to the terms of the 
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Promissory Note or until the conditions precedent of the Agreement have failed, 

at which time the stock will be reconveyed to Borrower. Borrower acknowledges 

that the conveyance of the stock may extinguish Borrower's rights in the Stock. 

17. In exchange, the One Equity Companies agree to fund the borrower's loan within 

7 to 30 days of "receipt, deposit and verification of the provenance and marketability of the 

shares." Prior to October 2007, the Loan Agreement did not explain how the One Equity 

Companies intended to verify the marketability of the shares. In or about October 2007, the One 

Equity Companies, at the direction of the Spillans, added language to the Loan Agreement (the 

"Revised Loan Agreement"). The Revised Loan Agreement states that the "funding 

commitment is conditioned upon . . . the aforesaid verification of the provenance and 

marketability of the shares, verification which will require the sale of some of the stock in the 

open market." The One Equity Companies agree to return the shares to the borrower promptly if 

they do not fund the loan. 

18. If the One Equity Companies fund the loan, the borrower agrees to make monthly 

or quarterly interest-only payments to the One Equity Companies, based on a variable interest 

rate. The length of the One Equity Companies' current loans ranges from open-ended to ten 

years. There are no prepayment penalties. Triangle sends invoices and collects interest 

payments from borrowers as the purported loan administrator for all the entities. The Loan 

Agreement does not obligate the One Equity Companies to retain ownership of the stock during 

the term of the loan. The Revised Loan states that the One Equity Companies "employ various 

strategies to manage the stock transferred and conveyed . . . ,including without limitation selling 

some or all of the Stock." 
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19. The One Equity Companies agree to return a like number of shares to the 

borrower within 30 days after the borrower repays his or her loan amount, no matter how much 

the share price increases during the term of the loan: 

Borrower and [The One Equity Companies] agree that upon repayment by 

Borrower under the terms of the Promissory Note, [The One Equity Companies] 

shall cause the Stock to be assigned to Borrower . . . Borrower acknowledges that 

the Stock is fungible, and that [The One Equity Companies are] not obligated to 

assign the same shares of Stock . . . Rather, [The One Equity Companies'] 

obligation is to reassign to Borrower shares identical in number, class and kind. 

20. If, on the other hand, the stock price decreases substantially, the borrower may 

choose to stop making interest payments and keep the loan proceeds. If the borrower defaults on 

the Loan Agreement, the 0ne.Equity Companies agree to "look solely to the proceeds of the sale 

of the Stock for satisfaction of all principal due under the Promissory Note." 

The Stock Based Loan Program is a Fraudulent Scheme 

21. The Spillans own One Equity, Triangle, Dafcan and Victory and hold various 

positions, such as director, president, vice president or chief compliance officer. They control all 

the trading and banking activities of the One Equity Companies. Since 2004, the One Equity 

Companies have received millions of shares of publicly traded stock from approximately 125 

borrowers in connection with purported stock loan transactions. The Spillans sold all of the 

stock, generating about $70 million in proceeds. Generally, they sold virtually all of the stock 

before funding each loan. They used the sales proceeds to fund the Companies' loans and to pay 

its expenses, including over $1 million in salaries and other benefits to themselves. The Spillans 

have not set aside any cash reserves to repurchase and return shares to borrowers who repay their 
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loans. As of June 17,2008, the market value of the shares transferred by 21 borrowers exceeded 

the value of their loans by $7.7 million, but the Companies did not have any of those shares and 

less than $100,000 in their accounts. 

22. The stock loan program is, in fact, a fraudulent scheme perpetrated by the Spillans 

to acquire shares of publicly traded stock from borrowers at a 10 to 50 percent discount, to sell 

the shares for full market value, and to use the proceeds for their own benefit. The Spillans, 

through Triangle's website and the One Equity Companies' loan agreements, have made false 

statements and omitted to state other important facts in connection with their scheme. 

23. Specifically, the Spillans and the One Equity Companies: (a) failed to disclose to 

borrowers that they intended to sell substantially all their shares before the One Equity 

Companies funded their loans; (b) misrepresented to the borrowers that the One Equity 

Companies would return the shares to them, no matter how much the share price increased in 

value once the loans were repaid; (c) attempted to take advantage of a declines in the stock price 

after selling a substantial amount of shares but before funding original loan obligations; and (d) 

failed to disclose to borrowers that Michael Spillan has a long criminal history and numerous 

convictions for fraud related crimes. 

24. The One Equity Companies have a pattern of failing to repurchase and return 

shares to borrowers. Since May 2007, Charles Mottley, Nexus Holdings, Inc., Javeed Matin and 

Robert Schwartz have all filed lawsuits against the Companies and others in the United States 

District Court for the Southern of Ohio to recover shares of stock after the One Equity 

Companies sold their shares, but failed to fund their loans. A fifth borrower, Andrew Hoff has 

been attempting to repay his loan and reaquire his shares for six months. The Spillans persuaded 

a sixth borrower, Gilbert Reynolds, to accept cash the in lieu of shares and have been making 
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small payments to him over the last 16 months. The One Equity Companies still owe him 

approximately $30,000. 

DEFRAUDED BORROWERS OF ONE EOUITY COMPANIES 

Andrew Hoff 

25. Andrew Hoff applied for a stock based loan through a stock loan broker, who 

referred him to One Equity. Hoff signed a loan agreement with One Equity on March 7,2006, in 

which he pledged two million shares of Zix Corp. ("Zix") stock as collateral. At that time, 

Hoff's shares had a market value of $3,280,000, or $1.64 per share. One Equity agreed to loan 

him 75 percent of the market value, for a loan of $2,460,000. On March 23,2006, Hoff 

transferred two million shares of Zix to One Equity. One Equity sold all but five of the shares 

from April 3 to April 19,2006 generating about $2.6 million in sale proceeds. 

26. Hoff received his loan proceeds in several installments after making repeated calls 

to the stock loan broker. In November 2007, Hoff decided that he wanted to repay the loan and 

obtain his Zix shares. The price of the stock had risen to over $3.50 per share. Hoff contacted a 

stock loan broker to find out how to reacquire his shares. The loan agreement stated that One 

Equity would return the shares no later than 30 days after Hoff repaid the loan. A representative 

of the stock loan broker advised Hoff to consult an attorney because civil lawsuits had been filed 

against One Equity. Hoff retained an attorney and has been attempting to reach an agreement 

with One Equity to repay his loan and to reacquire his shares through an escrow arrangement. 

During the time Hoff has been negotiating with One Equity, the One Equity Companies have not 

had any Zix shares or enough cash to repurchase and return shares to him. For example, as of 

June 17,2008, One Equity needed $4.4 million in cash to repurchase and return the shares to 

Hoff, but the Companies had less than $100,000 to meet that obligation. Michael Spillan and 
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others at One Equity did not tell Hoff that the company sold all of the Zix shares three weeks 

after it received them or that the One Equity Companies do not have the money to repurchase his 

shares. 

Javeed Matin 

27. Javeed Matin is the founder and president of Veltex Corporation ("Veltex"), a 

clothing manufacturer and distributor. On February 8,2007, Matin signed a loan agreement to 

borrow $528,000 from the defendant Dafcan in return for two million shares of Veltex stock 

owned by Matin. The loan amount was based on 60 percent of the stock price, which was 

trading at $.044. Prior to entering into the loan agreement, Matin insisted that defendant Dafcan 

provide a written assurance that it did not intend to sell the Veltex shares. Veltex intended to use 

the loan proceeds to raise the market value of Veltex stock through a stock repurchase program. 

In a letter to Matin dated the same date as the loan agreement and signed by defendant Melissa 

Spillan, Dafcan represented the following: 

It is not the policy of this company to engage in the short sale of a borrower's 

stock. We do not sell stock below current market price in any event, nor do we 

arbitrarily liquidate a borrower's shares absent an event of default or a necessary 

exercise of discretionary authority to protect the interest of Dafcan and our 

borrowers. Dafcan does conduct a test trade of shares we have received to verify 

their marketability and provenance. Test trades do not ordinarily exceed five 

percent of the shares received. 

28. On March 6,2007, Matin transferred two million shares of Veltex stock to One 

Equity. From March 7 to April 3,2007, One Equity sold all two million shares, accounting for 

42 percent of the total trading volume during this period. The price of the stock dropped 36 
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percent, from $.28 to $. 18 per share. There is evidence that Defendant Michael Spillan or others 

at the One Equity Companies also attempted to drive the price down by posting negative 

statements bout Veltex on various internet sites. During his lawsuit, Matin traced some of the 

negative postings to Michael Spillan's computer address. On March 15,2007, One Equity 

reduced the amount it was willing to loan Matin from $528,000 to $348,000, "due to a 

downward fluctuation of the market price" and ultimately sent him a check for $3 13,200 on 

March 28,2007. One Equity received about $400,000 from its Veltex sales. One Equity did not 

tell Matin that it had sold the shares of Veltex stock. On May 22,2007, Matin filed a lawsuit 

against the One Equity Companies, the Spillans and others. The Companies ultimately settled 

the lawsuit in September 2007. 

Robert Schwartz 

29. Robert Schwartz signed a loan agreement with One Equity on September 12, 

2007 for a loan of $717,600 in exchange for 2.3 million shares of Nuclear Solutions, Inc. 

("Nuclear Solutions"). The loan amount was based on 65 percent of the stock price, which was 

trading at $0.48. On September 26,2007 Schwartz transferred 2.3 million shares of Nuclear 

Solutions to One Equity. One Equity sold all of the shares from October 4 to October 12,2007. 

One Equity's sales accounted for 24 percent of the total trading volume. The stock price 

dropped from $.41 per share to $.24 per share. 

30. One Equity did not fund Schwartz' loan. On October 9,2007 defendant Michael 

Spillan sent an e-mail to the broker that arranged for the Schwartz loan. Spillan stated that he 

expected the loan proceeds to be wired to Schwartz later that day. The next day, after Schwartz 

still had not received the funds, Spillan sent another e-mail to the broker stating that the wire 

transfer was being processed that morning, and that the funds would be posted to Schwartz's 
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account later that day. When Schwartz did not receive the funds, he sent a letter by Federal 

Express to Michael Spillan demanding that One Equity return his shares. On October 15, Spillan 

sent an e-mail to Schwartz informing him that he could not return the Nuclear Solutions shares to 

Schwartz because of a court order freezing One Equity's brokerage account. He did not tell 

Schwartz that, in fact, One Equity had already sold the shares. On November 5,2007 Schwartz 

filed a lawsuit against the Spillans, the One Equity Companies, and others in the Federal District 

Court for the Southern District of Ohio. He reached a settlement with the defendants in January, 

but has not received all amounts owed under the settlement. On March 1 1,2008, he filed a 

motion for contempt and for sanctions against the defendants for defaulting on the settlement 

agreement. The court has not ruled on the motion. 

Take 1 Technologies Group, Ltd. 

3 1. Take 1 Technologies Group, Ltd. ("Take 1") is a company based in Hong Kong. 

On February 14,2008, Sean Shek, Take 1's chief executive officer, signed a loan agreement with 

Defendant Triangle to borrow $368,267 using 150,000 shares of PacificNet as collateral. The 

loan amount was based on 70 percent of the stock price, which was trading at $3.52. On March 

10,2008, Take 1 transferred 149,459 shares to an account at Fidelity Investments owned by 

Victory. Victory sold all but 405 of the PacificNet shares on March 10, 1 1 and 12,2008. 

Defendant Victory received $268,700 from the sale of the shares and transferred the proceeds to 

a One Equity bank account. 

32. On March 19,2008 Defendant Melissa Spillan wrote a letter to Shek informing 

him that Triangle intended to reduce the amount of the loan to $214,273, based on a March 7, 

2008 closing price of $2.05, the trading day immediately before Defendant Victory received the 

PacificNet shares. Victory sold the remaining 405 shares on March 21,2008. On March 25, 
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2008, Defendant Triangle and Take 1 signed an addendum to the original loan agreement 

reflecting the new loan amount. The loan agreement provided that the loan was to be funded 

within seven days, so Take 1 expected to receive the loan proceeds by April 1,2008. 

33. Take 1 did not receive its promised loan proceeds on April 1,2008. On April 2, 

2008, Wilson Cheng, another executive for the company, attempted unsuccessfully to contact 

Defendant Melissa Spillan. Shortly thereafter, Cheng flew to Columbus, Ohio from Hong Kong 

so that he could meet with the Spillans personally. On April 7,2008 Cheng met with Defendant 

Michael Spillan. Michael Spillan claimed that he was required to have ChoicePoint, a company 

that provides information on individuals and entities, conduct a review of Take 1 because it is a 

foreign company. Defendant Michael Spillan told Cheng that he should have the information 

from ChoicePoint by the following day. 

34. The next day, April 8,2008 Cheng met with Defendant Michael Spillan again. 

Defendant Michael Spillan stated that he did not have the ChoicePoint data on Take 1 because 

ChoicePoint needed to retain an affiliate in Hong Kong and, therefore, needed to request 

expedited service. Cheng told Defendant Michael Spillan that, if One Equity did not provide the 

loan funds by Wednesday, April 9,2008, Take 1 would prefer to forgo the loan and have its 

PacificNet shares returned. Defendant Michael Spillan stated that One Equity still had the 

PacificNet shares and that it would be very easy to return them to Take 1. His statement was 

false because One Equity had sold all of the PacificNet shares by March 21,2008. 

35. On April 9,2008 Cheng asked Defendant Michael Spillan to prepare a "letter of 

understanding" in which he would select a date by which either the loan would be funded or the 

PacificNet shares would be returned to Take 1. Defendant Michael Spillan prepared a letter 

dated April 9,2008, on One Equity Corp. letterhead which provided that, if the loan was not 
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funded by April 15 "because of the failure of ChoicePoint to deliver the needed information" on 

Take 1, that One Equity would return the PacificNet shares. Both Defendant Michael Spillan 

and Cheng signed the letter. 

36. Defendant Michael Spillan's statements regarding ChoicePoint were false. 

ChoicePoint has no record of a request for information concerning Take 1 by the One Equity 

Companies or Michael Spillan. The loan file for Take 1 contains a handwritten note stating: 

"hong kong (sic) borrower, authorized to proceed without background check." To date, Take 1 

has not received the loan proceeds or the shares that it transferred to One Equity as collateral. 

COUNT I 

Violations of Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. §78j(b)] 
and Rule lob-5 Thereunder 117 C.F.R. 6 240.1013-51 

37. Paragraphs 1 through 36 above are realleged and incorporated herein by 

reference. 

38. By their conduct, the Spillans and the One Equity Companies, in connection 

with the purchase or sale of securities, by the use of means or instrumentalities of interstate 

commerce or by the use of the mails, directly or indirectly: (a) employed a device, scheme or 

artifice to defraud; (b) made untrue statements of material fact and omitted to state material facts 

necessary in order to make the statements made, in the light of the circumstances under which 

they were made, not misleading; and (c) engaged in acts, practices, or courses of business which 

have operated or are operating as a fraud or deceit upon other persons, including sellers of such 

securities. 

39. The Spillans and The One Equity Companies acted with scienter. 
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40. By reason of the foregoing, The Spillans and the One Equity Companies have 

violated Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. §78j(b)] and Rule lob-5 thereunder [17 

C.F.R. 8240.1Ob-51. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, the Commission respectfully requests that the Court: 

Issue findings of fact and conclusions of law that the Defendants committed the 

violations charged and alleged herein. 

Grant Orders of Temporary, Preliminary and Permanent Injunction, in a form consistent 

with Rule 65(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, restraining the Defendants, their 

officers, agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and all persons in active concert or participation 

with them, and each of them, from violating and from aiding and abetting violations of: Section 

10(b) of the Exchange Act [1 5 U.S .C. §78j(b)]; and Rule lob-5 promulgated thereunder [17 

C.F.R. 8240.10b-51. 

Order the Defendants to pay disgorgement of their ill-gotten gains, obtained directly or 

indirectly from the conduct complained of herein, together with prejudgment interest thereon. 

Order the Defendants Michael Spillan and Melissa Spillan to pay to the Commission civil 

penalties pursuant to Section 21(d)(3) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. §78u(d)(3)]. 

Retain jurisdiction of this action in accordance with the principles of equity and the 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in order to implement and to carry out the terms of all orders 
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and decrees that may be entered or to entertain any suitable application or motion for additional 

relief within the jurisdiction of the Court. 

Grant an Order for such further relief as the Court may deem appropriate. 

Respectfully submitted, 

DATED: July 10,2008 	 S/ Adolph J. Dean, Jr. 
ADOLPH J. DEAN, JR. 
THOMAS J. MEIER 
JERROLD H. KOHN 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
U.S. SECURITIES AND 
EXCHANGE COMMISSION 
175 West Jackson Boulevard, Suite 900 
Chicago, Illinois 60604 
Telephone: (3 12) 353-2606 (Dean) 
Telephone: (3 12) 353-7426 (Meier) 
Telephone: (3 12) 353-72 17 (Kohn) 
Facsimile: (312) 353-7398 
E-mail: DeanA@sec.gov 
E-mail: MeierT@sec.gov 
E-mail: KohnJ@sec.gov 

LOCAL COUNSEL 
S/ with consent of Mark T. D'Alessandro 
Mark T. DYAlessandro 
Ohio Bar No. 001 9877 
Assistant United States Attorney 
303 Marconi Blvd., 2nd Floor 
Columbus, Ohio 432 15 
Telephone: (614) 469-571 5 
Facsimile: (614) 469-5653 
Mark.dalessandro@usdoj .gov 


